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A home for the holiday right in the center of Seminyak’s entertainment district.
Location
The spacious private villa is strategically hidden in the quiet part of the Dhyana Pura entertainment district in
Seminyak, Kuta. With acclaimed international eateries, hangout spots, and beaches located a short distance
away guests are in for both the tranquil as well as the exciting scenes of Seminyak.
Look
Villa Barissan is the brainchild of Zohra Boukhari, a Morocco born artist/designer, who uses her love of vintage
and Middle-Eastern adornments as the main inspiration for the establishment. The villa blends the serene
tropical ambiance of Bali, elaborate Javanese arts and earthy tones of the North Africa cultural landscape.
Atmosphere
Quiet and private, Villa Barissan offers ample space for everyone to play and relax all day by the pool or in its
large living room area. All of the three large bed rooms open up to a lush garden and swimming pool area,
letting the cool breeze in and leaving the occupants connected with nature at all times.
Features
Villa Barissan stands on more than 450 square meter plot of land. Its three bedrooms – two located in the main
house, one in a separate building by the front gate – are furnished with large double beds. Each bedroom comes
with a private bathroom.
The large open-style dining and kitchen area is the central focal point in Villa Barissan. It overlooks the pool
area and is equipped with a large table where family and friends can gather around for a feast or just an
afternoon tea. Two friendly staff members are on standby every day until 8pm or longer upon request. They will
happily provide assistance from making arrangements for a spa treatment, finding a rented bike or anything else
to make for a more enjoyable stay.
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